Privacy/Breach Assessment

A better way to manage your
HIPAA Privacy Compliance
SIMPLIFY YOUR HIPAA PRIVACY AND BREACH
RISK ASSESSMENT
The HIPAA Privacy Rule requires organizations to allow patients access to their
health information and provide transparency of organizational Privacy Policies.
It also requires healthcare organizations to have physical, administrative,
and technical safeguards in place to protect the privacy of protected health
information (PHI). To meet these requirements, our HIPAA Privacy and Breach
Risk Assessment (PBRA) combines Intraprise Health’s highly rated privacy and
security services with industry-leading HIPAA PBRA Software, HIPAA One®.

Advantages of the Intraprise
Health HIPAA One® cloud-based
software:
• 	Step-by-step guided approach to
privacy compliance
• 	Up-to-date software including
citations for HIPAA and NIST
• 	Access to our certified Assessors
Enhanced Capabilities for

INCREASE CAPABILITIES AND SAVE TIME WITHOUT
RAISING COSTS

organizations include:

Simple, automated and affordable, our PBRA removes the administrative

• 	Send pre-filled questions to your

burden of compliance. Based on NIST Methodologies, our cloud-based
software follows OCR Audit Protocol and includes state-specific privacy laws
as well as 42 CFR part 2, allowing organizations to prioritize and mitigate
Privacy risk.
You can complete your PBRA independently using the HIPAA One software. If
you would like assistance, our assessors will work with you in a collaborative,
standards-based, and compliance-aware approach.

• Automated task reminders

business units and locations
• 	Manage all PBRAs in one place –
no more juggling spreadsheets!
• 	Calculated risk assignment
and prioritization
• 	Remediation tracking and
action history

“ We have had a great experience with the HIPAA One software.
The Privacy Risk Analysis was completed effortlessly, and we
were able to provide a comprehensive report that was well
received by our Board. Our staff was easily able to work within

• 	Real-time reporting and
custom reporting
• 	Year over year import
of prior assessments

the software and understand the requirements.”
– Jeffrey N, COO
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WE PROVIDE THE STRUCTURE, DETAIL,
AND CLARITY YOU NEED TO:

OUR ASSESSMENT PROCESS

• Evaluate HIPAA/HITECH compliance
• Document current state of privacy controls
• Meet the requirements associated with Meaningful Use
• Identify gaps that pose true business risk
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Information Gathering

• Create a practical remediation roadmap
• 	Establish a sustainable operating model for information
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security and privacy
Our Privacy and Breach Risk Assessment will help you:

Assessment, Planning and
Remediation

• Identify threat sources and events
• Identify vulnerabilities
• Determine likelihood of breach occurrence
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• Determine magnitude of impact

Finalized Report and Action Plan

Many states have specific privacy laws health plans are
required to follow. Our software is up to date with all
the latest state specific laws and regulations. No need
to worry, we have you covered.
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Ongoing Remediation,
Action Updates and Reporting

RISK ASSESSMENT SOLUTIONS
Self Assessment
Independently Conduct
your Risk Assessment

Facilitated Remote
Assessment
Online Assistance to
Conduct your Risk Assessment

Validated Assessment
Assessor-led
Risk Assessment



Intraprise Health’s cloud-based HIPAA One® compliance software is designed to simplify and automate HIPAA compliance for
healthcare providers, health plans, and business associates of all sizes. Our HIPAA One solutions include security risk assessment,
privacy and breach assessment, HIPAA workforce training, vendor management, and third-party validation. The software scales from
single-doc practices to enterprise organizations needing to simplify complex problems, provide macro-analytics and “always current”
HIPAA controls. To learn more about Intraprise Health’s HIPAA One visit www.intraprisehealth.com.
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